Widely Attended Gathering
(WAG) Information
IT’S MORE THAN AN EXPO. IT’S AN EXPERIENCE.

Event:		

ExperienceFR 2020

Date(s):

February 24-26, 2020

To help determine if this event qualifies as a WAG and
beneficial for your agency to attend, we have provided
answers to some frequently asked questions.

Location:
		
		

MGM National Harbor
101 MGM National Avenue
Oxon Hill, MD 20745 USA

1. How many attendees are anticipated and from
which markets?
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FREE TO ATTEND
ExperienceFR is free of charge for all attendees.
If applicable, attendees are recommended to seek
guidance from their agency’s Designated Agency
Ethics Official (DAEO) to determine if attendance
to this event is allowed under the agency’s Widely
Attended Gathering (WAG) guidelines.

REGISTER NOW AT

WWW.EXPERIENCEFR.COM

Federal Resources | 800.892.1099 | federalresources.com

More than 2,000 invitations will be distributed to
agencies from the DoD, Federal Government, private
industry, non-profit organizations, and the media. We
anticipate between 700-1000 attendees with roughly
50% from the Department of Defense, federal, state
and local government agencies, 47% from private
industry and 3% from other groups, such as non-profit
organizations and media outlets.

2. Will this event help further agency programs and
operations?
Yes. The purpose of ExperienceFR is to showcase the
latest industry-leading technology and solutions
available to end users, program managers and
procurement specialists. This experience is designed
to help these decision makers meet their operational
requirements efficiently and cost-effectively. This event
provides all attendees quality training and education
in both structured classroom environments and open
area training demonstrations. These classroom and
hands-on learning experiences focus on topics related
to technology, procurement, and response tactics. All
training courses are instructed by experienced Subject
Matter Experts from military and local government
agencies.

3. Will attendees with similar interests from other
markets be represented?
Yes. ExperienceFR represents a broad range of
industry and Government-specific exhibits, training
courses and demonstrations related to operational
equipment, contracts, sustainment, and response
tactics. With exhibits from leading manufacturers,
attendees will get a first hand look at the latest
technology to address warfighter capabilities and
requirements. Solution categories range from CBRN,
C4ISR, MRO and Expeditionary / Mobility operations,
to unmanned systems technology and special missions
such as Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). Subject
matter experts from each market will be on-hand to
answer questions and to highlight available solutions
to support your mission requirements.

4. Is a more detailed agenda available?
Yes. A detailed agenda is available online at
http://www.experiencefr.com

